
          
         
 

Questions that participants had for the Didactic Presenter: 

1) If no POA and no family, when is it time to involve OPGT? 
It often depends on the size of the person’s estate and what needs to be managed. If there is 
minimal income/expenses then sometimes you can assist with automatic withdrawal/deposit 
for a time and insure that trustworthy friends or social service agency staff are assisting with 
taxes and rent review for subsidized housing. At some point though even this may not be 
enough. You would also want to think about when/if the person will assent to a capacity 
assessment (I am assuming this is occurring in Ontario from what you have written). Sometimes 
they will not assent until they have less awareness of their situation. If the estate if large and 
there are other sources of income, expenses, dependents etc. you should probably be working 
with that person to assign POA to someone? Financial institution sooner and/or trying to get a 
capacity assessment. Again the client will need to assent.  

2) How do you manage assessing someone who speaks very little when you ask questions and the 
responses they give show some understanding but on a very superficial level? 
Very challenging. You would want to get information from others to help direct your 
questioning. You would probably want to try repeated visits over time to see if you can build 
rapport, get consistent responses and work hard to focus your questions on the salient aspects 
of the decision you are assessing them about and/or to uncover significant cognitive issues that 
would preclude that person from being capable of making the decision. Try to think of what 
followup questions will be the most helpful as you continue to “probe and verify”. Get some 
help from others in fashioning your line of questioning or ask them to interview the person with 
you.  

3) If a person whose money is managed by OPGT wants to reverse this decision, is the only way to 
do so through a capacity assessor? 
If it is less than 6 months the person could apply to the CCB to have the original finding of 
incapacity reviewed. If it is more than 6 months the person will need to hire a capacity assessor 
to have a s. 20 assessment.  

4) What would be the recommendation for someone who refuses care in the home (PSWs, etc.) 
but capacity is questioned. Can the POA make those decisions and/or who makes the 
determination on capacity on accepting care?  Note: I believe this was the answer provided in 
the discussion: “This depends on the legal parameters in your jurisdiction…. …its relationship 
based…how you are going to get the person to accept care is the challenge. 
It is challenging to get some individuals to accept help in their home when they don’t want to. 
One would want to determine if you think the person is capable of making this decision – are 
they able to understand their situation, the risks and are they able to appreciate the 
consequences of choosing not to have help. The consent and capacity laws relate to risk 
management for incapable persons. If they are incapable yes their POA can make decisions on 
their behalf but there is still the challenge of how to get help into the home. The specifics might 
depend on the home care services in your region. How flexible are they etc. If the person or 
family has financial and social resources (lots of family and friends) then you can sometimes get 



          
         

very creative and slowly offer services over time…start with the cup of Tims to get in the door 
and go from there. Even if the person is capable and seems to be making risky choices you 
would still want to work with family (who have a common law obligation) and others to see how 
you could support the individual in their home with the same considerations as outlined above 
re resources and creativity.  

5) I was told that capacity assessments can lead to legal disputes if families disagree with the 
assessment. Have you seen this? 
I have heard more about it from the estate lawyers and reading cases then actually seeing it first 
hand. Capacity assessments may not solve problems that people are hoping to solver– who gets 
to manage mom’s finances or visit her. Sometimes the family discord is so pronounced that the 
best answer is mediation instead of subjecting the older adult to multiple assessments of 
capacity. In fact some judges have commented on how inappropriate and unfair this is for an 
older vulnerable adult.  

6) What is the role of the Nursing Home when the Consent and Capacity Board (CCB) and lawyers 
are involved?  My Resident has POA for finances and care and she was having hearing for the 
CC, but her hearing is withdrawn now. She has two lawyers appointed by the CCB. Other lawyer 
was demanding to send her expired Driver’s license and copy of citizenship to her. POA was 
notified and refused to do so from the Nursing Home.  The lawyer send some sorts of 
documents to sign by the resident and was delivered, her (lawyer’s) direction is not to open 
when she received it, and she (lawyer) will contact and will guide her when to open and where 
to sign. What is the Nursing Home’s role in this? 
Wow. Sounds like a lot is happening here. I am not a lawyer as you know but believe you are 
asking a general question about your role. I think you would want to try to support your resident 
as you already do (psychologically, physically etc.). As far as what else you need to do I might 
reach out to someone for some legal advice so you don’t get caught in the middle of this. Some 
regions have legal aid clinics for seniors, some long term care home chains have access to 
lawyers, maybe long term care home association could direct you to someone to help.  

7) What happens if someone does not have anyone who they can give POA to? I have a client who 
is extremely isolated, and has no one that they can designate as a POA. Their fear is that there 
will be no one there to keep "an eye" on them, to "assess" at the points where they are not able 
to take care of themselves. Furthermore, if she ends up in an incapacitated state, or in the 
hospital, who will make decisions for her? Will there be someone who steps in as a POA if she 
does not have one? 
This is a good question and often comes up for those clients who have no one. Sometimes there 
are solutions for the financial affairs but not the personal care side (some financial institutions 
will accept POA for property but not personal care).It may depend on your jurisdiction and 
whether the PGT will accept POAs from these types of individuals. We don’t yet have private for 
hire guardians on the personal care side here in Canada as far as I know. They exist in the US and 
there are mixed reviews. Depending on what jurisdiction you are practising in there will be 
different ways of getting someone to make treatment decisions for someone who is 
incapacitated. In Ontario the treatment decisions unit of the OPGT makes decisions as substitute 
decision-maker of last resort under the Health Care Consent Act (treatment, placement in long 



          
         

term care home, personal assistance services in long term care home) but not other personal 
care decisions. I am not familiar with schemas in other provinces.  

 


